Impact of dehydration by successive pressure drops on specialty coffee
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The dehydration process reduces the water content of a product to preserve for a long time. However, dehydration operation could carry out oxidation, undesired chemical reaction and loss of quality. In the case of the specialty coffee beans, to keep its volatile components, it is not advisable to dry it over 40° C. This condition involves the development of new techniques, not only to improve the drying kinetics, also to obtain products with good properties. The dehydration by successive pressure drops (DPD) is a drying system which uses a repetition of compression and decompression cycles, DPD is slightly new for the heat sensitive products, but it had not still been used with the specialty coffee beans. The aim of this work is to define a methodology to evaluate the operation conditions on the DPD system over the drying rate (g H2O/kg coffee per h) for specialty coffee. Central Composite Design (CCD) was used to evaluate the two important operation factors of dehydrator: vacuum time and atmospheric pressure time. In conclusion, this methodology allows restrict the operation region to coffee drying. Along the experimental process, a pre-drying treatment was made to establish a uniform initial moisture content. After that, coffee beans were dried by DPD, with a vacuum pressure time of 13s and atmospheric pressure time 3s, over environmental temperature (15-20 °C). It is necessary to take into account that another response variable could be adopted as grain degradation, organoleptic quality or porosity. Also, response surfaces from different variables could be combined to obtain not only the optimization of drying kinetics, but product with attractive properties for the consumer.
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